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Message:  We can do this!



Improve multiyear coarse-model simulations over multiple climates

Climate model:
200 km FV3GFS

High fidelity reference:
25 km fine-grid FV3GFS 

Train corrective ML  to 
make temperature and 
humidity of a coarse model 
track a reference fine 
model 
using nudging tendencies



25 km grid gives lower climate biases than 200km

…so 25 km grid gives a plausible reference model, which we’ll treat henceforth as truth



Training corrective ML for multiple climates

● Make 2-yr 25-km reference 
runs with SSTs perturbed by -
4 K, 0 K, +4 K, and +8 K.

● Make 2-yr 200 km nudged 
training runs in each climate, 
(τndg= 3 hr for T, qv, u, v)

● Use combined dataset to 
learn nudging tendencies and 
reference surf. radiative flux

● Learned corrective 
tendencies and radiative flux 
used for ML-corrected runs

Clark et al. 2022, JAMES, 
submitted



To predict nudging tendencies we use a neural 
network
Our training dataset consists of ~8.8 million columns selected randomly from 
the first year of each of the four nudged simulations.  We train on all climates so 
the model can be used in all climates.

Temperature profile below ~200 hPa

Specific humidity profile below ~200 
hPa

Cosine zenith angle

Surface geopotential

Neural network
Temperature nudging tendency tapered to 

zero above ~200 hPa

Specific humidity nudging tendency 
tapered to zero above ~200 hPa

We use a random forest with similar inputs to predict the shortwave 
transmissivity and downward surface longwave radiative flux.



Instantaneous tendencies are noisy, but we are able to 
predict the general picture



Upper atmosphere input clipping maintains causality, stability

Wave-like pattern driven by ML heating

Large heating rate predictions correlated 
with out-of-sample ML inputs

Clipped inputs and tapered heating rates improve 
stability 



We apply these ML models in free-running simulations

We run five-year baseline 
(no-ML) and ML-corrected 
simulations in each of the 
four climates.

All of the ML-corrected 
runs complete five years 
without significant drift.

We assess performance by 
comparing the errors 
relative to the fine-
resolution simulations. 



Land precipitation RMSE is improved by 15-30%

Nudged model biases mostly 
grid-scale speckle

Baseline coarse model rains too 
little over Amazonia and Africa.

ML-corrected simulation reduces 
biases over land but not ocean. 



Land surface temperature RMSE is improved by 20-25%

Nudged runs have small errors

Baseline coarse model is
- too warm in low/mid-latitudes 
- too cold in the polar regions.

Corrective ML reduces biases
- but land-mean cold for +4 & 8K         

, 



Land net surface radiative flux RMSE is improved by 30-
50%

Nudged model land surface is 
forced by coarsened fine-grid 
downwelling radiative fluxes

Baseline coarse model has too 
little shortwave radiation 
reaching the surface tropical 
South America and Africa.

This is corrected by the ML, but 
other biases emerge, like over 
the marine stratocumulus 
regions.



ML correction induces circulation biases, however

Southward shift 
in the ITCZ

Such biases can be sensitive to climate change



Conclusions

ML trained from fine-grid outputs corrects the evolution of coarse-grid models in 
four climates.

ML-corrected models reduce rainfall and surface temperature errors over land by 
~20% in five-year simulations in each climate:   

Addresses Prompt 1 (uncertainty reduction) & Prompt 2 (impact)

ML that minimizes systematic biases is key to further progress with this method 
in specified-SST and ocean-coupled settings:   

Addresses Prompt 3 (reliability) & Prompt 4 (generalizability)


